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WELCOME TO
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We develop games that can be played for free.


Recent Releases:
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Frequently Asked Questions
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AD4FUN name comes from "Advertisement For Fun". 
We publish games that can be enjoyed for free, and the only thing we ask back, is to watch an advertisement from time to time. And if you want to support our development efforts further, you may also consider buying something in the game (e.g. currency).
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Yes! There are two titles out there, Fruit Legends and Bubble Pop: Puzzle Shooter! You can find them on the App Store, or click on the images below to open the corresponding page directly. Have fun!
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Simple and fun. Let's be clear, we do not intend to revolutionize the gaming industry. We want to publish games that are fun to play, easy to understand, and can be enjoyed on mobile devices.
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Android, iOS and iPadOS. For now, our plan is to focus on the main mobile platforms. However, you can expect to see some of our titles on other platforms, too. At a later stage.
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AD4FUN

Here are some highlights regarding our approach.
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Free To Play
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Easy Mechanics
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Limited Interactions
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Mobile First
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Fair Monetization







Free To Play

Free To Play is the way to go.


This approach allows players to enjoy the game for free. And if someone wishes to support our development efforts, they can consider purchasing something voluntarily (e.g. in-game currency).







Easy Mechanics

Game mechanics should be easy to understand.


Mastering certain mechanics can take some time, and it can be fun! However, basic principles should be easy to understand. Complexity can be fun, but unless desired, it should not become overwhelming.







Limited Interactions

Out-of-app interactions should be limited.


Getting frequent requests to rate an app is no fun. Same goes for receiving strong suggestions to recommend an app to your friend. While we might consider some of those mechanics, we will keep it low. Promise.







Mobile First

First iteration should be developed for mobile.


Mobile is the future, and we want to be part of it. We think about mobile solutions from early development till release. And sure, we might consider publishing some titles on other platforms, but mobile is our first target.







Fair Monetization

Monetization done right.


We all have bills to pay, and certain monetization systems (e.g. displaying ads, or in-game currency) allow us to invest more time into developing, improving and publishing games.
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